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Fighting for the freeze
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Some of the crowd at the recent Freeze Festival in San Luis Obispo’s Santa Rosa Park. MutUcig DaHy —  Patty Voaa
Supporters fight Reagan’s communist label
While support has snowballed for the 
Bilateral Nuclear Arms freeze, there’s been 
very little organized opposition — until one 
man spoke out and he got everyone’s atten­
tion.
While campaigning in Columbus, Ohio, 
President Ronald Reagan told a veterans 
group that Americans who demonstrate for 
a nuclear arms freeze are “inspired not by 
the sincere, honest people who want peace, 
but by some who want the weakening of 
America. ” He suggested that those who 
want a halt to the arms race were being 
“manipulated” by Soviet peace fronts.
Reagan spokesman William Clark, na­
tional security adviser, said recently that 
Soviet counterparts at the negotiating 
table in Geneva were “smirking” when 
they read of the freeze movement’s success 
in the United States. Clark inferred that by 
playing upon American desire for peace, 
the Russians were furthering their own 
strategic objectives. He said that a freeze 
now would only freeze Soviet superiority •
Freeze supporters see Reagan’s nuclear 
strategy as something of an absurdity.
His build-and-cut posture seems contradic­
tory to some observers. Freeze backers say 
they cannot see the Soviets scaling back on 
ICBM arsenal while the United States is 
pumping megabucks into defense.
The administration’s policy with nuclear 
war is being questioned. Worried that
story by Lorle Wertman
diplomacy has been outrun by technology, 
freeze supporters tend to characterize the 
administration as “nuclear hip-shooters.” 
The fact that Reagan team members have 
talked, at times even casually, of nuclear 
war as thinkable, limitable, survivable and 
wdnnable has troubled freeze supporters.
Local freeze leaders react 
Faren Bachelis, San Luis Obispo county 
coordinator of the freeze campaign, has
“I've looked under my bed 
all week and haven’t found 
one Commie dupe yet.”
— Dr. Steve Brody
questioned the philosophy in Washington 
that the United States is going to be safe 
only with more and more sophisticated 
systems. Are we safer with more bombs? 
she asked. She said that the psychology of 
“more is better” warranted examination.
Bachelis said that Reagan was probably 
getting lots of pressure from the Pentagon 
pushing for bigger, better arms programs. 
“It’s like they’re lobbying trying to get 
funding for their own pet projects . . . they 
have vested interests, ’ ’ she said.
The Reagan administration proposes a
freeze in numbers only, not in technology 
or production. Bachelis favors closing 
down the nuclear part of the military in­
dustry, preventing any future generation 
of nuclear weapons. “To me, it’s the exact 
opposite: Before you put a car in reverse, 
you have to stop it,” she said.
“Last people. . .  to be duped.”
Responding to Reagan’s ^ comment that 
freeze supporters were “dupes of foreign 
powers,” she pointed to several well- 
respected local and national people involv­
ed in the campaign who would be the “last 
people on earth to be duped. ” She mention­
ed Paul Warnke, Chief SALT II negotiator; 
William Colby, former CIA director: 
Herbert Scoville, former deputy director of 
research for the CIA; Clark Clifford, former 
secretary of defense; and Brigadier General 
Homer Boushey, U.S. Air Force, retired, to 
name a few.
She added that 140 Catholic Bishops 
across the country had pledged support of 
the freeze, saying that nuclear weapons 
“threatened the sovereignty of God.”
Bachelis talked of people comparing 
nuclear weapons to conventional warfare, 
and using the two terms interchangeably. 
“There’s a big error in doing that — you 
have to distinguish between the two,” she 
said. She said the American public was be­
ing misinformed when Pwitagon
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Digest links freeze to'KGB
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Professor Linden Nelson
Nelson felt that if R ea gn h a d n ’t 
i m p l i c a t e d  c o m m u n i s t  
m an ip ulatio n  of freeze, "Prop. 
12 w ould  pass with a n  over­
w helm in g  m a rg in .”
From pago 1 officiab talked about 
nuclear war as if it were conventional 
warfare.
What Bachelis objected to was “the 
basic mentality being shoved down our 
throats of nuclear war being sur- 
vivable.” She said the bombs dropped 
on Hiroshima were "small baby bombs” 
compared to what we hav% now, and 
said that we really have nothing to go 
by. Because no missile has ever been 
fired at an enemy target, no one can 
really say if nuclear war is suvivable, or 
if it can limited at all.
She lauded the grass roots movement 
behind the freeze, and said that 460 peo­
ple had been working on the county 
campaign for the last year. The revolt 
against nuclear weapons is like a na­
tional referendum on the arms race, 
gathering the support of 276 city coun­
cils, 56 county councils, 17 state 
legislatures and one state. (Wisconsin 
voters endorsed it by a 3-1 margin.)
McCarthy tactics
Sue Figini. one of five co-chairs of the 
Cal Poly Political 'Action Club, called 
Reagan’s comment (about the freeze 
movement being communist inspired) a 
worn-out tactic used in the 50’s by 
Senator Joseph McCarthy.
Figini was concerned with the 
American people’s trust in government 
to know what’s really going on, and hay­
ing a “blind faith” that top officials will 
act in their best interests.
As an example she referred to the 
governm entcreation of Crisis Reloca­
tion Planning programs for the massive 
evacuation of American urban cities in 
the event of nuclear war. In fact, San 
Luis Obispo has been designated a 
“host area’! for some 160,000 people 
from “high risk” areas such as Los 
Angeles.
Please see page 3
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Professor Richard Kranzdorf _
Kranzdorf said Reagan’s resort 
to McCarthy-style tactics was 
“not even scary. . .  It's depress­
ing, By shifting the issues 
they’re attempting to con­
demn Prop. 12.”
T h e  d l i c o v e r i e f  c o n t i n n e . .
Bughes
Story.
Today Hughes Aircraft 
Company is creating a 
new world with electronics.
In 1947 a man tiew the Flying Boat.
"Hercules" —  the largest airplane in the world 
The man was Howard Robard Hughes
H is ingenious ideas and explorations brought new 
discoveries in aerodynamics, communications, 
avionics, electronics
And the earty years of Hughes Aircraft Company
Today, Hughes 
no longer builds airplanes
but the discoveries and exploration of Ideas 
continue
The company's long history of technological firsts, 
including the first working laser, first 3-D radar and 
first synchronous-orbit spacecraft position Hughes 
as a world leader in today's electronics industry 
Company-wide opportunities
• Electrical. Mechanical. Manufacturing or 
Industrial Engineering • Materials
• Computer Science • Physics
• Industrial/Electronic Technology 
Requirements may vary Check with your 
placement office lor more details
Find out how you can be part of the continuing 
Hughes Story in twelve Southern California locations 
and Tucson. Arizona
Hughes Story Write yourself in
Hughes Corporate CoUege Relations 
P.O . Box 90515, Dept. NC  
Los Angeles, C A  90009
Hughes representatives will be on campus
N o v e m b e r
(S e e  your placem ent office for an a p p o in tm e n t)
Egual OpportuTMty Empiov*r/U S Ctti/gnghtp Ruqmrgtf
Creating a neu u-orid with electronics 
t------------------------------------
Write yourself in.
Poly Notes
Used Books
'Tri Beta is sponsoring a 
used book sale Monday, 
Nov. 1 through ’Thursday, 
Nov. 4 in Fisher Science’s 
museum. The sale is on 
texts in life and physical 
sciences. Cost is $1 for 
hardbacks, 50« for paper­
backs. Times are 9 a.m. to 
3 p.m.
WOWie
Applications are now be­
ing taken for all former 
WOW counselors who are 
interested in becoming 
facilitators for spring 
workshops. 'They are in Ac­
tivities Planning Center 
Box 31 and are due by 
Thursday, Nov. 4.
Les Fleurs
The Delta pledge Class of 
Delta Sigma Pi, the profes­
sional business fraternity, 
will be selling carnations in 
the U.U. plaza today and 
'Tuesday, Nov. 2 between 
10 and 2. Cost is 50<.
Free Film
ASI Films presents 
“ Animal Crackers” '  in 
Mustang Lounge tonight 
at 7:30 p.m. Admission is 
free.
ABM
The Ag B u sin ess  
Management Club will 
hold a short meeting and 
pizza feed Wednesday, 
Nov. 3 at 7 p.m. at 
Bechelli’s.
Too Far?
Have you wondered how 
far a physical dating rela­
tionship should go? Danny 
Daniels will speak on the 
biblical answer at the Cal 
Poly Christian Fellowship 
meeting tonight at 7:15 
p.m. in Graphic aRts Room 
104.
Grap Your Partner 
ASI is sponsoring country 
western dance classes 
Tuesdays in Mustang 
Lounge from 7:30 to 9 p.m. 
Cost is $20. Students will 
learn the aggie stomp. 
Two-step and cotton-eyed 
Joe, among others.
CQ«d softball
CAHPERD is bolding a
co-ed softball tournament. 
Each team has a minimum 
of 5 male and 5 female 
members on field at all 
times. There is a $25 entry 
fee per team. It will start 
Saturday, Nov. 6 at 8 a.m. 
until 6 p.m. and also Sun­
day, Nov. 7
CD Club
’The Child Development 
Club meets 'Tuesday, Nov. 
2 at 5 p.m. in the H.E. liv­
ing room. Boj) W^ber from 
Planned Parenthood of 
Santa Maria will speak.
Dressin’ for winter
Find out how to dress to 
keep warm in the winter, 
whether you are skiing, 
snowshoeing, hiking or 
camping at ASI Outings’ 
winter clothing workshop 
at 8 p.m 'Tuesday, Nov. 2 in 
U.U. Room 220.
Lifestyles workshop
'The Alcohol Peer Educa­
tion Team is holding a 
l i f e s ty le s  w orkshop  
Wednesday, Nov. 3 at 7:30 
p.m. in Fremont Hall.
AKA
Alpha Kappa Alpha 
sorority is planning a tea 
for students interested in 
pledging Sunday, Nov. 14 
in U.U. Room 217 at 4 p.m. 
Auction
ASI Outings and the 
Escape Route will hold an 
equipment auction this 
week from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
each day. Submit an 
unlimited number of sealed 
bids to the Escape Route. 
Highest bid wins and will 
be posted Monday, Nov. 8 
in the Escape Route. 
Birth'Control
Birth in control informa­
tion for men and women is 
available every Thursday 
from 11 to 12:30 in the 
Health Education Con­
ference room of the Health 
Center. *
Toastmasters
A parliamentary pro­
cedure workshop is plann­
ed by Toastmasters for Fri­
day, Nov. 6 at 7 p.m. in Ag. 
Room 226.
FROZEN YOGURT
from Country Culture 
Mission Mall by the creek 544-9007
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Freeze leadersdecry'Sovief smear tactics
From peg* 2
Figini felt that instead of planning for war, the United 
SUtes should be planning for peace. “I think it’s immoral 
to think that civil defense programs would work,” she 
said.
Richard Kranzdorf, a Cal Poly political science pro­
fessor, said Reagan’s resort to McCarthy-style tactics 
was “not even scary ..  . it's depressing. By shifting from 
the issues, he's attempting to undermine Prop. 12,” he 
said. T
Kranzdorf remarked on the timing of Reagan’s state­
ment and a similar one made by Senator Jeremiah ben- 
ton, Jr. of Alabama. “ I t’s either a remarkable coincidence 
or a coordinated effort to undermine the loyalty and 
patriotism of those who favor the freeze,” he commented.
"Most people backing the 
freeze are totally In­
dependent and consciously 
examining our country’s 
defense policies."
—  Rev. Lyle Grosjean
At a convention of electronic warfare experts, Denton 
charged that Peace Links, an anti-nuclear group founded 
by Betty Bumpers (wife of Senator Dale Bumpers, D- 
Arkansas) was linked to an international communist 
movement. “To pretend that the KGB (Soviet in­
telligence agency) is not involved in this is ridiculous,” 
Denton exclaimed.
30-year trend
Kranzdorf said there seemed to be a trend “every 30 
years or so” of governmental charges of Communist af­
filiations in an attempt to “impugn the integrity” of 
many Americans. After World War I. there was the Red 
Scare and, then 30 years later, there were McCarthy 
smear tactics, he said.
Reverend Lyle Grosjean of St. Luke’s Episcopal 
Church in Atascadero, who spoke at the recent Freeze 
Festival, thought that the timing of Reagan’s statement 
and an October Reader's Digest article by Senior Editor 
John Barron charging KGB involvement with the freeze 
was too close to be coincidental. Grosjean thought it to be 
poor judgment to base one’s stance on a “badly 
documented article of assertions and assumptions.” He 
added, “I think Reagan is talking about something which 
he knows nothing about.”
The October Reader's Digest article said that the KGB 
has tricked people into supporting Soviet policy unwit­
tingly • by “convincing them they are supporting 
something else.” It stated that KGB officials initiated 
the U.S. freeze campaign. It also said that the Kremlin, 
through “secrecy, forgery, terrorism and fear” has 
distorted reality to rally millions of non-communists to 
communist causes.
Grosjean, who has been involved in peace movements 
with coalitions in the San Francisco Bay area since 1962, 
said that there were people in those coalitions who were 
“avowedly communists, but they never formed the key 
leadership and never had much influence.”
^  Tension with communists
He said an example of tension between them and the 
rest of the peace movement was that they would try to 
start riots. He said the police would set up barricades to 
hold the crowd back, but that members of the Socialist 
Workers Party would stand behind the crowd and “throw 
things at the cops,” and innocent people would end up 
getting hurt.
“Their way of trying to convert us was by turning 
peaceful demonstrations into violent ones.” he said.
policies,” he said. Grosjean alluded to 900 teientists at 
Caltech and a t the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (“keys to 
our whole defense system”) who are supporting the 
freeze. After having produced the atomic bomb, they now 
are “re-examining what they’ve worked towards, and are 
looking at the social consequences,” he said.
A handful of scientists still alive who worked on the 
Manhattan Project developing the first atomic weapon, 
now are saying (37 years later) that the nuclear stockpiles 
are “unbelievable” and that they’re appalled by what has 
grown out of a “rudimentary atomic device.”
According to a Los Angeles Times article on Oct. 16,1. 
I. Rabi, 84, who consulted on the project and saw the 
destruction caused by the atomic bomb firsthand, has 
said he favors reducing nuclear weapons. “It gets worse
JOIN THE 
SOLDIERof 
FORTUNE
Questioning the personal moroNty of working 
for companies building nudear weapons 
grown wttti the freeze movement Is visually 
represented In this poster that reoentty ap­
peared on the C a l Poly oompus. It Is fashioned 
after a Martin-Marietta reorultment od.
“When Americans protest against U;S. policies, the 
Russians take some comfort in that, and vice versa.” He 
likened it to a mirror-image. He said that the communist 
peace movement in this country “is as much anti-atom 
bomb as we are.”
Grosjean said he didn’t  think the Russians were inv(dv- 
ed in the freeze movement here. He added that even the 
Soviet groups in this country don’t take their orders from 
Moscow.
“Most people backing the freeze are totally indepen­
dent and consciously examining our country’s defense
Sea Pines Golf Course
250 Howard Ave. 
Los Osos 528-1788
IZOD SHIRTS 
100% Ragland 
$18.50
Shirts-great colors
$24.00
Sweaters-button-up
$22.50 IZOD HEADQUARTERS
BUY A SHIRT OR SWEATER 
PLAY 9 HOLES OF GOLF only $2.50 
FREE DRINK WITH THIS AD
Expires Nov. 24,82
"We’ve been cried ‘wolf at too many 
times, so we're skeptical about any 
Soviet superiority."
—  Professor David George
and worse. . .  I don’t  know why we failed,” he said.
Never have been behind
Grosjean said that Reagan’s assessment of Soviet 
superiority was based on faulty assumptions. “We’ve 
always been ahead in the arms race,” he said.
He pointed out that counting the num ^r of rockets 
each side had was not the whole story. Theire can be equal 
numbers, but “there’s no way they can be equal unless 
they’re symmetrical,” he said. The example Grosjean 
gave was of two 11-man football teams equal in weight, 
yet one being composed of 11 halfbacks and the other, 11 
linemen. “That’s not symmetrical. ”
He said that our technology was more sophisticated 
than the Russian’s. He said that their rockets were still li­
quid fueled which prqved cumbersome because fuel 
trucks have to be sent out for every maneuver. “The 
Soviets have more megatonnage bombs than we do, but 
that’s largely by choice.”
Grosjean explained that we decided to build snudler 
bombs because they’re more effective. Large bombs 
waste energy, whereas a volley of smaller explosions is 
more damaging.
Dr. Linden L. Nelson, a Cal Poly psychology professor, 
said Reagan’s anti-freeze stance was because he felt the 
Soviets were ahead in the arms race. “But the argument 
that the Soviets are ahead can’t  be proven,” he said.
Nelson said that the best support for this could be 
found in November’s Scientific Ameridan. The magazine 
article pointed out that more meaningful than a com­
parison of numbers was the fact that both countries had 
acquired enormous “overkill.”
Nuclev snbmariaes
“Even if the Soviets destroyed all the U.S. ICBM’a, 
bombers and submarines in port, the U.S. would stiU 
have about 2,400 nuclear warhirods on subnuurines at sea. 
completely inviilnerable to such attack — several times 
the numbw needed to destroy the 300 largest cities and 
towns in the U.S.S.R.” Conversely, the Russians would 
have more than enough to inflict equal damage on U.S. 
urban centers.
Nelson felt that Reagan’s position has an important in­
fluence on others, and that if Reagan hadn’t implicated 
communist manipulation of the freeze, “Prop. 12 would 
pass with an overwhelming margin.”
Nelson conducted an analysis of Congressional 
speeches which were given on Aug. 5 when the original 
motion for a mutual and verifiable freeze was defeated. 
By a vote of 204 to 202, a substitute motion calling for a
PtesM see page 12
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Insure against an unforeseen 
accident or illness by enrolling in 
your STUDENT HEALTH PLAN.
Applications Available 
at thQ. Health Center
Don’t Delay. Enroll Today!
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02
(D/1T)
lE]
(F/IBl
toJSOt
iNtoBl
mx SB B IMonayNna Updata 7 MlH/211 Jack Banñy Show 
III AN N ^  Radio 
K h X  a  8  (9  Cognoy B Lacoy
____ INovrs
I MOVIE; ’Kkita’
I Six Oroot Moas 
NNka Douglas Paopla
B  Worid Nawa 7 :X
(il MOVK: The Last Tima I 
Sow Paria’
lF/19) NCAA FootboN: 
Waahingion at Stanford 
lH/2111 Marriod Joan 
III MOVK: ’True Confaa- 
aions’ NKW
10:X B  Worid Novra
IH/21I B  Lima Margie 
11«0 a  a  CD B  B  News 
Saturday Night 
Buainat a Report 
In Soorch of....
Sports Update 
Tlial Oulx Show 
_  Strools of San 
Frandaco
lH/2ll Bachelor Fathar 
1 1 :X B  B  ( 9  Trapper John
*3) NjghINno 
3 j  B N a w a  
Focili on Sodoly 
You Aakad For N 
Croasfiro 
__Jottaraons
lG/201 ESPN Sports Contar *:00 
lH/211 Ufa of RHay 
11.-4SIII SnO: CrystaT OMa In 
Concart
12KS a  3) Wohons3) CNN HaodSna News■ ^ ---1—«-«EnsMrsBinBiBiii iBmgniàSkaBoABlaaA
MOVK; ‘Andorson’a
O  CD
TenighI 
B tf ip p y  I
S ;X
To
S ;X
’Soumorn
B MOVK;
Announced
B  Amoflcan Style
lil MOVIE;
Comfort*
lH/2ll7XCkib 10:X
1 2 ;X B  B  B  MOVIE;
‘Columty  The Moot Dan- 
garoua Match’
P  CD Lais 
David LaWatmai 
B  CoupMs 
8  MOVIE: ’BiNia’
B  l-dva Amotfean Stylo 
lF/191 teoria Look 
la/201 ESPN’s Horse Racing 10:X 
Wkly.
MOVIK; ‘La Cage Aux
1:X
1:X
12:45 ID
FoNos’ ■ 11K»
I Oana Autry
■a MOVIE: ’Skicaraly
Yours’
lF/191 NCAA FeotbaU: 
Florida State at Miami (Fla.)
IG/Xl NCAA FoolbaH; 
tit Slat# at Georgia 
I NBC News Overnight 
no Autry
ÎH/21I Rost Bagiev 
1:49 lEl MOVIE: ‘The Rain 41:15
Poopio’ 11:X
2:00 a  CBS News Nighlwalch 
a  Sports 
lG/201 Prog cont’d 
2 :X  B  Monayilno
lH/211 Ross Bagiev 
ID MOVIE: Patamity’
3:M B  Daybreak
lH/2i l  Romper Room 
3 :X  lEl MOVIE;’The Offonca’ 
lF/191 Sports Probe 
lH/21] Jimmy Swoogart 
4 ;X  lF/191 AHvo B WoNT
IQ/Xl ESPN Sports Cantar 
lH/211 M OVIE;-------
Entartainmant
Dova Again 
I Business Raperl 
Soap
Frsaman Raporta 
Thraa’s Company 
Johor’s WNd 
( ^  HBO Mogai lna Starring 
Dick Cavati
CD Tou Asked For H 
Lavamo B Shiriey B Co. 
MacNaN Lohrar Report 
Madoirta’a Place 
M*A*S*H
_ i  Tic Tac Dough 
(H/21I StarTbno
Elacbon “02 Special:
3 )  Nears 
3 j Dadaloo *S2 
Saturday Night Live 
|Elacllon’S2 
4ova
MOVIE: ’SgL Pappar’a 
Lonoiy Haarta Club Band*
f  Sports Ti P.M, ‘
MOVIE:
MOVK: ’Rich
Famous’
lG/201 ESPN Sports Cantor 
ID MOVK: ’Mnca of Ns 
CMy’
B  3 }  a  ’S2 Vota 
a  CroasSra 
B  So You Got TiouMaa 
m/21) Anomar Ufa
D ^  Again 
Mght Uve 
Election'’S2
_  Marv Grtflbi 
lF/191 Bridsihaad RavIsMod 
IG/20I NCAA FoolbaS: Notre 
Dame va. Navy from Giania 
Stadkim'in East RuSiorterd, 
NJ
lH/211 Bums A ANon
« (£  Got Smart MonnyMniIH/21I Jack Benny Show 
ay Miter 
loars
IPasllval 
Douglaa Poopla
NOW
•  World N iw i
lEI MOVK: ’Toko This Job 
end Shovo If
lF/191 SoNio Worid Super 
Tonnia
lH/2111 Marriod Joan
8 (D  Bamay MWar Worid NawaIH/21I My L
e a c D i
I Mwgia
CD a  B  B
I Saturday Night 
) Buskiass Roport 
I In Search of..«
I Sports Update 
I That Quiz Show 
„  Siroots of San 
Frandaco
IH/21I Bacholer Falhor 
ID MOVK: *011001 Story'
SEIactien Covorsgo(D  MOVK: ’On a Claar teyj^ou Can Soo Forovor* 
Local Election 
Vote
Art of Being Human 
You Askod For ft 
Croaafira
B  MOVK: ’Dosporato 
tridir*
lQ/201 ESPN Sporta Contar 
lH/21) Ufo of RNay 
11:45 lEl M O VK :’Lipstick’
I WIW9 rvBoolino nows
Bhiogriit*
ID MO'VIE; True Confes­
sions’
TUESDAY  
11/2/82
evim tfà
5.-X
12H)0 8  CD C 
of the B  Enlo
a  ABC
oa- B  MOI
Monchu'
Loto Night Nows 
OVIE: ’Caste Of Pu
S Prima Nows MOVK;
l : X
I Ovar Easy 
lEight Is Enough
i «Ha *s *h
_ I  HowaH Fivo-0 
lH/211 780 Club
§ (D  CNN Maadtei Dick Cavati
Allea
To Be
Aoopuncsd 
' B  i-ovo Amorican Styta
lH/211 700 Ckib
12:X a  MOVK; ’Throe’s A 
Cmwd*
L __
I Amaricen Styfe 
rhis Weak In The
NBA
1:X  B MOVK: ’A Lion Is In the 
ilroMs’
B  MOVK: Trappad Ba-
Woman’
MOVIE; ’Wonder
->
Mustang OaHy Monday, Novainbar 1,1982
^ l U ë D K f c o H i —  ^  •  A ie  Lato
•TU#
2:00
(Il MOVIE:Wotvos’
1:1S (El MOVK: 'Niilnaky' 
1:90 (M/21) Rosa Baotoy
I W W  pvvws FiiainW '
Sports
[F/IOl P8A losiSno 
lQ/201 Prag confd 
nvs/iign Off
aldi
2:1
To la
(H^ilRoaa Bagtoy 
2:45 i i  MOVIE: *Oan9or Zona’ 
9.-00 p O o ^ ro a k
tH/2ll1losnpor Room 
[|I MOVIE: ‘lalando in too
9:90 (El MOVIE: ‘W di and
Famous’
(a/20rBSFN tportafofum 
l i ^ l l  Jtouny Suraggart 
4KM P  MOVIE:‘I'S O o T ^ '  
i^ ia l ASwo «  WoM 
(0/201 ESPN Sports Cantor 
(H/211 MOVIE: ‘Fortross of
4:15 p°*W C>VIE: To So
Announced
4:4S [|] MOVIE: on On#'
WEDNESDAY
11/3/82
SEntortaInmonI TonigM MOVK: ‘BMtorswootLova’
P  Primo Nows P MOVIE; To Bo 
Announcod
P  Lovo Amsrican Stylo 
(H/211 700 Club
12:90 p  QE) Lato Night with 
uavidLattorman 
P CotipIss
P  Lovo Amoflean Stylo 
(0/20) Auto Racing ‘S2: 
USAC Dirt Cars from
oonMnONit vw 
(II MOVIE:’Ooato VaSay*
I d »  P  MOVIE: ’Tarsan: UM- 
mato OuoT
■ I  MOVIE:’Thundor ASoy’ 
P  MOVIE: ’BuSol MaoMna’S/2??
2d »  a c f l
I. Sports 
iMNaws
(El MOVIE: ‘Ordinary Poo-
^191 PBA Bowling 
(0/201 Prog coilf d 
(il MOVIE: ‘House Calls’
2:90 •  Nows/SIgn Off
I CD NBC Nows Ovomigli 
2^11 Rosa Bagtoy
t WPP 91VWV ippnvwpion
S I■o-------M----
MOVIE:
To
IV e n in o
6:00 o  O  CD O  O  09 Nows 
I ABC Nows 
I CtwrSo’s Angola 
I Ovar Easy 
I ShacksIford 
I M*A*8*H 
I Hawaii Fivo-O 
(El MOVIE; ‘The Qi m I Train 
RoMtory’
(H/211 700 Club
(Il Trilogy: Throe Classic
Talas
6:1S O  NBA BaskotbaM: Los 
Angelos at Donvor
6:30 -------
CD NBC Nows 
Dick Cavott 
Allea
^  CBS Nows 
7:00 p C B S
CD Q  Throe's Company 
CD Entortainmont 'oni^■SïiÆr***' ■
Buabioss Report 
Frsoman Reports 
p  WKRP In Cincinnali 
Johor’s WSd
7:90 P T«vo on Sw Team 
^  Batnoy MStor 
(D  Vou Asked For N 
Lavoma 5 ShMsy 5 Co.
I Eye on l_A.
I linpoftI P p  M*A*S*H 
Tic T ie  Dough 
(f/191 Sports Probe 
(0/201 m F S m s  
(H/211 Star Timo 
(Il Money Mattors 
S »0  P  P  P  Savon Brides for
AnrMMHicod 
(H/211 Ross Baglay 
3:00 P  MOVIE: ‘Ludiy Jordan’ 
O  Daybreak
(G/201 Intomatlonal Rac- 
qustball
(H/2ll Romper Room 
3:30 (Q/201 Shi School
(H/211 Jimmy Swimgart 
3:45 ill MOVIE: ‘SHonco of the 
North’
4:00 (El MOVIE: ‘Southern
Comfort'
(F/191 /Uivo 5 WoW 
(G/201 ESPN Sports Cantor 
(H/211 MOVIE: ‘Panhandle’ 
4:15 •  MOVIE: To Bo
' Announcod 
4:30 O  I Spy
THURSDAY
11/4/82
EVENING
6:00 8CD S  B  09 Nowsr —  •_ l ABC Nows I Charlio’s Angds 
I Over Easy
81
P  Hawaii Fivo-O 
(El MOVIE: 1110 Last Thno I
I Eight Is Enough 
I M*A*8*H
6:90
(H/211 700 Club ^Nows\ wa^ m^ a^----J PPwv
ck Cavati
7d»
ac D i
Monk)
I Tatos of too Gold
and 7:90
6:90
9:00
f SporU Tonight P.M. Magaziiio MOVIE: 70000’
MOVIE: ‘Soulhom
Comfort'
(F/191 National Horsa Show 
(0/201 ESPN Sporta Contar 
(Il MOVIE: ‘So Fino’ 
pCrossfiro  P So Vou Got Troublos 
lH/211 Anothor Ufo 
I ASca 
J  Fall Guy 
Facto of Ufo
' Kramor on FUm
Od»
ICBS News 
»N e w s
I OD p  Thrso’s Ce ^ a ny 
Cgj Errtsrtainmsnt 
iwwymP itoppy Days Again P ABC Nows 
I Busbioss Report 
Soap
Frsoman Reports 
®  WKRP In Cincinnali 
Johor’s WSd 
Inaido too NFL 
I Two on too Town 
Barney MHtor 
_  Vou Asked For R 
Lavóme 5 ShMsy 5 Co. 
Eiro on l_A.
MacNoH Lahrsr Report 
Madamo’a Placo 
B  09 M*A*S‘H 
I Tie Tac Dough 
(f/191 NBA Baakstbail: 
Donvor at Los Angelos 
(H/211 Star Thno
Magnum, P.l.
B  Joanlo Loves
I Morv Griffin
(Ô/20I NCAA Soccer The 
Brents Boot • St Louis 
UrUvorsity at Southern 
IHInois - EdwardsvHto 
(H/2ll Bums 5 Allan
9:30 B  B  d9 Filthy Rich 
P  X  Family Ties 
P  Madamo's PlacaB Monaylina Update 
lH/211 Jack Benny Show 
III On Location; Catch a 
Rising Star’s 10th Anniver­
sary
10:00 O  0  til Tucker's Witch 
D O  Dynasty 
i  Quincy 
_3 B  Newt 
I Non-Fiction TV 
Mike Douglas Psopio
Now 
0  World News 
(El MOVIE: ‘Pursuit of O.B. 
Cooper’
(H/2111 Married Joan 
10:M p  World News
(H/211 My Little Margie 
11:00 O B ( X ) O ( C f l 0 ( i 9
I Saturday Night 
I Business Rsport 
I In Search of.„.
I Sports Update 
I Tliat Quit Show
Streets of San 
Francisco
(F/191 NHL Hockey: New 
Verk Islanders at Detroit 
(0/201 Future Sport 
(H/211 Bacheior Father 
III MOVIE: ‘Patomity’
11:90 P B ®  Archie’s Place 
^ B N ig h ll in e  
X  Tonignt Show 
Focus on Society 
I Vou Asked For It 
1 Crossfire 
_ )  Jefforsons 
(0/201 ESPN Sports Center 
lH/211 Life of RMey 
11:45 (El MOVIE: ’The Elephant 
Man’ *
12:00 0  O  (19 MOVIE: ’The 
Child Stealer’
My
or
8:30
9:00
9:30
I Sports Update 
I That O«' *•
San
B Quit Show 
B  Streets Of 
Francisco
(H/211 Bachelor Father 
(Il MOVIE: ’Prince of the 
City’
11:30 B B ®  Quincy 
^ P  NighSine 
J Tonighi Show
of Being Human 
I Ashed For NI Vou
I Crossfire 
I Jefforsons
(0 ^ 1  ESPN Sports Center 
(H/211 Ufo of RHoy
f U
1:00
1:30
FRIDAY
11/5/82
EVENINQ ~
6.-00 I J S c 'M L ® " “
I Owrito’s Angels 
I Over Es m  
I Eight Is Enough 
Ik T A 'S H  
I Hawaii FIve-O 
(El MOVIE: ‘Ksnny Rogers 
as The Gambler’
(F/191 Friday Night Boning 
lli/211 700 Club 
I (D  ffows 
l3 3  NBC News 
I Dieh Cavott 
(Alice
I ®  CBS News 
(Q/201 PKA Fu9 Contact 
Karats
SCD FameMOVIE: ‘Midway’
U.S. Chronicis 
MOVIE: ‘Farew 
Lovely’
f  Sports Tonight P.M. Magsrtne MOVIE; ’Carrie'
MOVIE: ‘Love
(0/201 ESPN Sports Center 
(Il MOVIE: ’Tnie Confes­
sions’
B  (X) B  Star of the 
Family
Q  Sneak Previews 
0  Crossfire 
0  So Vou Got Troublet 
lH/2ll Another Ufa 
8  0  '19 Simon A Simon 
B  (X) B  Too Close For 
Comfort 
O  CD Cheers 
B  Golden Age of 
Television 
0  News
O  The Merv Show 
(Q/201 Auto Racing ‘92: 
USAC Dirt Cars from 
Springfield, IL 
(H/2irBums 5 Allan
8  CD O  It Takes Two ®  TanI
MoneyNne Update 
lH/211 Jack Benny Show 
10:00 B  0  ®  Knots Landing 
D #  M/20 
D  Hdl Street Bhies 
O  0  News 
Mike Douglas People
Now
0  World News
(El MOVIE: ‘Rich and
Famous’
lF/191 Sports Probe 
(H/2111 Married Joan 
(Il SRO: Crystal Gale In 
Concert
10:30 O  Talavision: Enehtd Mkor 
0  World News 
(F/191 NBA BaskelbaN: 
Milwaukee al Atlanta 
(H/211 My Little Margie
11:00 B  B  ID  O  (D  O  0  'It  
News
§ Saturday Night Business Report
In Search of....
Ill I ' Tree
9:30
9:00
I (D  Knight 
I Body In O
Rider
Questipn
i 2 d » U j ^ B  ABC
P  Bnlsrtainment Tenight 
■  MOVIE: ‘Sidewinder
-- wa------wn9 ifvws
_ To Be
SLove American Styto MOVIE: ‘Escape From Nma York’
(H/211 700 Chib
12:30 a  B  ®  MOVIE: 
MÌBClcud; M«Soud Meets 
Dracula’
P  (D  Late Night with 
OavidTatterman
S CouplesLove American Style 201 NFL Story: Line By 
Lino
8 MOVIE; ‘Wake Island' MOVIE: ‘Countess
Dracula’
P  MOVIE: ‘Comp FW the
(F/191 NBA BasketbaK: 
Denver at Los Angeles
lQ/201 Top RariK Boxing 
from Atlantic City 
P  op NBC Nows Overnight 
(H/211 Ross Bagloy 
1:45 (El MOVIE: ‘Cincinnatt KM' 
2:00 B  CBS News Nightwatch 
0  Sports 
0  News 
(Q/201 Prog cont’d 
(Il AS Night Radio 
2:30 B  MOIRE: ‘Five Graves to 
Cairo’
ÌI  News/Sign Off9 Moneylino
I  MOVIE: To Bo
Announced 
(H/211 Ross Bagtoy 
(Il Inside toe NFL 
3:00 0  Daybreak
lH/2ll Romper Room 
3:30 (F/191 USA Presents 
(Q/201 INch The Pros 
(H/2il Jimmy Swaggsrt 
ill MOVIE; ‘Tnio Confos- 
sioas’
9:45 (El MOVIE: ‘Lovo Mo or 
Lopve Mo’
4dW (F/191 AOvo 5 Won
(0/201 ESPN Sports Contar 
(H/211 MOVIE: Track tooMPP WvWfl
4:15 p  MOVIE; To Bo 
Announced 
4:80 P l S p y
I SpMI Cherry '
7:00 B  CBS Nows
B  D  B  Three’s Company 
O  D  Entortainmont 
Tonight
9 Happy Days Again i  ABC News 
I Business Report 
I Soap
I Freeman Reports 
I ®  WKRP in Cincinnati 
I Joker’s Wild 
ITT Inside the NFL 
7:30 B  Two on the Town 
^  Barney Miller 
I D  You Asked For It 
I Pets On Parade 
I Lakers: Again In ‘83 
I MacNeil-Lehrer Report 
I Madamo’s Place 
0  0  (19 M’A 'S’H 
0  Tic Tac Dough 
lH/2ll Star Time
8:00 B  0  Il9 Dukes of 
Hazzard
8  CD O  Benson
O  D  Powers of Matthew
Star
8  MOVIE: ’Midway' Part 2 WashHngton Week/
0  MOVIE; ‘The Long Days 
of Summer’
0  Sports Tonight 
P  P.M. Magazine 
0  MOVIE: ’Audrey Rose’ 
iil MOVIE; ‘Body and Soul’ 
lF/191 Night Flight 
lQ/201 ESPN Sports Center 
III MOVIE: ‘Ohosi Story’
(D  O  New Odd Couple 
B  WaM Street Week 
0  Crossfire
O  People For The 
American way 
lH/211 Another Life
80 ®  Dallas(D  B  Grealest
I from Atlantic Cityj  . _ -----' lH/211 Bums 5 Allan 
9:30 B  Eric SevareM Chronicle 
0  America Screams 
lH/211 Jack Bennv Show
_ l Morv Griffin 
lG>20l Top Rank Boxing
Va Sleeve baseball with FREE transfer
Sis’
\e9 -
J e r s e y ^ . AkA /^Expires Jan 31,1983 N W
Top
Stop
Shop
Madonna I 
Plaza
543-1325
'^ o o . 0
'Fantastic Footwear At 
Incredible Prices"
TAKKEN'S
SHOES
SINCE 1937
BOOTS BY:Tony Lama, Frye, 
Nicona, ‘ Chippewa, Justin, $ 
Acme and Others
^  SHOES BY: Cherokee,
Rockport, Bostonian, and 
Others
1027 Marsh 543-6662
MONDAY
NIADUBS
$7.50 buys any large 
one item pizza and 
two 32 oz. cokes.
FAST, FREE DELIVERY
775-A Foothill 544-3636
no coupons accepted, just ask
Pag«e Miwtono Daily Monday, Novambar 1,1M2
2M
846 Higuefo Street -  Suite 5 
ax/ San Luis Obispo
FRIDAY California 93401
6 0 5  541-3852
A COM PLETE 
SECRETARIAL SERVICE
. .  .INCLUDING ANSWERING, 
NOTARY PUBLIC, XEROX 
Telephone dictation 
Professional Transcribing 
Newest & Latest Equipment 
IB M , Dual pitch, Correcting typewriters 
IBM Memory, for repetitive typing. Send 
all your form letters out as originals.
F o b b i « n  A i r r o  K S P A m
TM
Good Work 
Fair Pricfes 
Tune up 
Service
2899 M c M illa n  Rd.
San Luis Obispo
544-6126
Honda
Datsun
Toyota
MG
Triumph
Jensen
Volvo
Flat
Opel
M on.-Fh. 7:30-5:30
^ 4 .
Students...
This Christmas bring home 
the gift of love.. .your portrait!
(student prices now  in effect)
Photography ly  
Larry lamison
762 Higuera St., #1
San Luis Obispo, C A  93401 I D
SOMETHING’S 
FISHY!!
OLDE PORT INN
S9S-2S15
Avila Beach ^nheenc^nhepÌCT
FRESH LOCAL SEAFOOD
M O N D A Y : Fish N  C hips $2.00
Big Beers $1.00
Film Festival 
free popcorn
W EDNESDAY: Show case N ight fo r 
New T alent 
Ladies N ight 
W heel o f Fortune H appy  
H our s ta rtin g  a t 4:00 o 'clock 
D ynam ite  Lunches 11-2 
S unday  Social 3-7 P .M .
*-V '
TUESDAY:
THURSDAY:
FRIDAY:
SATURDAY:
SUNDAY:
U V E MUSIC EVERY NIGHT
10MI
[ In Review
IÌT MOVtC: ‘Ohnne In Leve’ 
lH/2111 Menied Jonn 
II) MOVUE: ‘M em Uy’
10:30 M  CelWomie Week/Neview 
B  YouUt end Ute leeue 
•  Worid Newe 
lH/2il Mv UMe INeraie
11:00 P  e i  CD O  (X) •• •  GB
Nawa
I tehiiday Night
I Rualfiaaa Raport 
I in Senich ol...
k W »  n eÉn Iì apons uipoaia 
I Ttiel Quii Show
ilieeU  of San 
Francisco ' 
iH/2il Uecheiof Fether 
11:30 p  MOVie: ‘Diery of a 
Teenage HNchNkor 
~ l  p  NigMItne 
I X  TonigM Show 
I iSivid SuMkind 
I Vou Aakad Fer H 
I Cioaafite 
P  Jefforaone
B  (9  MOVIE: ‘Night al thè 
WUchoa’
lQ/201 E8PN Sporta Cantar 
lH/2il Ula of mey 
II) MOVIE: ‘So Fina'
12H)0p  a ) •  ASC Lata Night 
Nawa
I Emartainntant TonighI 
‘Tliay Cm  HhMOVIE:
Don Kiiaclinar'» Rock
fir
3:00
r.90
3:00
3:30
4M
P  CroM
P  MI
Announci
fira
OVIE;
B M O \
Hayüfr*
lQ/201 Feny'a Inaida Track 
lH/21IJimniy Houalon 
~ l  MOVK: ‘OanOa Ben'
MOVIE; ‘Oporafion
P'Nowa/Sporta/WoafItaa
IF/ltl USA PraaanU  
10/201 Auto Racing ‘03: 
SuparWko ChaOanga 
lH/311 Ufo M Uia Spim 
4:30 B  Sporta
lH/311 Rock Church 
4:45 III Hao Magailna StanWig 
Dick Cavatt
SATURDAY
11/6/82
500
5:30
0:00
B  Nawa/Spotta/Waaewr 
P  Hogan's Hareaa
III MOVIE; ‘Bkimo in Lava' 
IF/Itl USA Fiaaanis 
10/201 ESPN Sports Cantar 
lN/311 Contaci
Veica of AgrteuSura
Sports
( 9  Captain
e^ieá as--- -
TaSi
0:15
IF/IOI ‘Your
lO/Ml NCAA Inatnict lonal
Ih/21I Laaaon
111 MOVIE; 'too CaaSao'
pN o aS h  Weak
10^1 OfC NCAA Fool kaS
4:30
iFAiol Aia You AnySady? 
iH/aii-Wookand Qmnimmi 
0:40 I0/ » I  NCAA Inatruel l^iiaf
700
til MOVIE: Tk a  Qfgal
•m m  AfMto
l « ^ W ' a  Vacant Lai 
lH/211 MOVIE; Tlia  Man
I Q duly 4 d n n  
I Nowa/SpoilaA 
I MOWE:
: BneMd Mhor 100511«0
I lM i]  IM «  of 700 Club
P M O V
(5/30) t 
muqs
11:15 B ^ N  
11:30
To FoatbaS: UCLA at
2:30 p C D M O V ie : «1  Dorado'
■ * ^ ' ‘* * ^
«■ S a n ’4 Islandhsa^ A^wiMi -■---wvPMvB wpnimop
wamnkara
I MOVIE: Hhoata Thnt
ooo
SStylaTwica a Woman 20) Pick The Proa
■aal
Story
P  Fikni
B  Oe  
Concert
P  Leva Amaitcan Style 
(i) MOVIE: 'EmSy' 
lF/18lNlaht FlIgM 
(H/21) 700 Club 
12:30 B  (C  SCTV Notweik 
lias
_  I Amatlcan Slyis 
10/201 0/C NCAA Foot baS
1 M  B  CD Haro’s Richard 
B  Antsiics's Top Ton 
B  Portrait of a Legend 
a  MOVIE; To Bo
Announced
P  MOVIE: ‘ki Old
CaSfomia'
10/201 Professional Radao 
from Mosquito, TX 
III MOWE: ‘Incrodiblo
Shrinking Woman’
1'JO B  To Bo Announcod
MOVIE: ‘Tho Story of Or.
MOVIE: ‘Konny Rogors 
M  Tbo Oomblor' 
lH/21) Roao Bogloy 
B  MOVIE: ‘Novor Ohm A 
Inch’
B  Nows OvsmIgM
IO/30IPrM conTd 
B  MqMs Buainsss
liT HUO Thoatm; Tho 
Rainmakar
SNaws/Sports/Woalttor Nmws10/201 CFL From Uta 55 
Yard Lino
lH/21) Block wood BroUtors 
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Harper, Rios scorch Riverside hills
by Mike Mathiaoa ^
StaN Writer
Head men’s cross country coach Tom Henderson said 
UC Riverside was going to be a team to watch out for at 
t^e NCAA Region VII Cross Country Qualifying Meet 
Saturday in Riverside. Henderson knew the Highlanders 
would be tough. But the fírst-year coach didn't think they 
would be as t o i ^  as they were.
Spearheaded by a suriirising sixth-place finish by Steve 
Jenness, UC Riverside took the regional title with 68 
points. Cal Poly was right behind with 74. Eastern 
Washington placed third with 96. ThoM three teams now 
get invitations to the NCAA Division II National Cham­
pionships Nov  ^13 at St. Cloud State in St. Cloud, Minn.
“I knew Riverside would be tough because they always 
come down (their times! at this time of year,” Henderson 
said. "But I didn’t  think they’d be quite that tough. Jen­
ness ran way over his head. It was a surprise for him. He 
just went npts.”
So did Cd’mello Rios. The Cal Poly senior blazed the 
lO.CKX) meter course in 30:02, which is the third fastest 
time ever recorded on the Riverside hills. But it is the 
fastest time ever run at Riverside in a regional meet. The 
two times in front of Rios’ were accomplished in the 1979 
NCAA Division II National Championships. Rios ran 50 
seconds faster than he did on that course one month ago.
“The whole team ran just perfect,” Henderson said 
after his team beat Riverside 40-47 for the conference 
championship. “Everybody ran so much better than last 
time. They really performed.”
John Rembao placed 15th (30:56!, Kevin Broady 16th 
(30:57!, Mike Lansdon 19th (31:01! and Hector Perez 23rd 
(31:09!. It was an exceptionally nice run by the s e ^ r  
Lansdon, considering he took a fall about 150 yards into 
the race. Henderson didn’t  see it, though, because once 
the race started, he himself took off for the mile-and-a- 
half mark. Lansdon strolled past Henderson at that point 
with blood streaming down both knees.
“He fell down, got back up,” Henderson said, “and still 
ran a 4:31 first mile. He never, never gave up. He slowly 
came back and started picking people off and got back in­
to the race. It was the most impressive race I’ve ever 
seen.
“We have one more race, and tha t’s what we’ve been 
pointing-towards. I ’d rather take the loss to Riverside 
here and win the National Championship.”
That looks like a strong possibility.
Please see page 9
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Riverside won’t iong forget these three. Jennifer Dunn, ieft, and Amy Harper biazed the Riverside 
track, ttioiigh not in this order, to give the Poly women an NCAA regional championship. Carmelo 
Rios, meanwhile, ran the fastest 10,000 meters the regionale at Riverside has ever seen, helping the 
Poly men to second place behind UC Riverside. ._______________________________
(Pac)ks away 20-3 winMustangs'sack men eat up Broncos'offense
by Dave Wilcox 
SUN Writer
Soon those of you who frequent the University. Union 
games center may notice a new video game: Sack Men, 
which pits you, the quarterback, against the Cal Poly 
defense.
Don’t expect to win.
There are a couple of guys who would never drop two 
bits into that game. John Giagiari and Isaac Vaughn for 
example, signal-callers for the University of Santa Clara, 
were sacked a total of 12 times by the M ustang ag­
gressive defense, as Poly stifled the Broncos explosive a t­
tack. scoring a 20-3 upset victory. Saturday.
The win enabled the Mustangs to move a mammoth
step toward achieving what u  now their top priority — 
winning the inaugural Western Football Conference 
championship. The Mustangs are now 2-0 in WFC play 
and can control their own fate. Poly needs only to defeat 
their two remaining conference foes. Cal State Nor- 
thridge and Cal Poly Pomona, to win the crown. Santa 
Clara ended their WFC season at 3-1.
Giagiari, who seemed to have spent most of the game 
on his back, bore the brunt of Poly’s defensive wrath, get­
ting dropped behind the line of scrimmage eight times. 
Giagiari went into Saturday’s contest leading all WFC 
quaiterbacks in passing efficiency. He was efficient 
g a in st the Mustangs, but not very effective, completing 
just Rve of seven attempts for 62 yards and one intercep­
tion. That interception will be mentioned again later.
H A V E  A
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The Broncos, ranked sixth in Division II, lit up the 
scoreboard for the fírst, and final time early in the open­
ing quart«-, as kicker Brent Jones made good on a 27- 
y « d  fíeld goal attempt to put Santa Clara up 3-0. j
.But with outside linebacker Jerry Schmidt, who raked 
• up six solo sacks and assisted on anoth«, and the rest of 
the defense continauUy finding holes in Giagiari’s pocket, 
the Broncos offense needed a road map to find their way 
past midfield the rest of the afternoon. Santa Clara 
managed only 111 total y«ds on offense a ft«  entering 
the game on top of the WFC charts in that category 
averaging 345 per outing.
Bronco running back Tyrone Forte, who was the 
leading ground-gainer in the WFC with about 98 y«ds 
each game, could have mailed in his p«formance, as he 
carried the ball just five times for 0 y«ds. Nada.
Meanwhile, the Mustangs offensive game plan looked 
much like last week’s against Simon I^as«  Univ«sity. 
Get one big pass play, return an interception for a score, 
and hand the ball off to Brum Gutierrez. A ft«  more than 
a shaky start, Gutierrez has established himself as the 
Poly workhorse, running past the l(X)-yard mark for the 
third straight week. 'The Mustang tailback gained 115 
yards on 28 carries against the Broncos.
Junior Tim Snodgrass earned his second start at 
quart«back in as many weeks, and though his stats in 
either game are nothing to write home (or anywhere! 
about, he once again came up with a big bomb that gave 
the Mustangs the lead for good. ’
Snodgrass finished the day completing five ol 19 a t­
tempts for 82 y«ds and three int«ceptions, but uncork- 
^  a 36 yard scoring toss to wide receiver Clarence Martin 
in the first qu«ter making the score 7-3 in favor of the 
Mustangs. Martin broke out of a personal slump, cat­
ching three passes for 49 yards.
returning an int«ception for a touchdown 
against Simon Fräs« last week. Poly inside linebacker 
Stove Book« said it was the first time he performed that 
feat. Maybe he’s making up- ■ for lost opportunities, 
because he did the same thing in the second quart«  of the 
Santa C l«a game, this time scamp«ing 45 yards with 
the picked pass. He now has three, which ties him with 
strong safety Dale Barthel for the team lead. That 14-7 
Poly lead was increased to 17-3 with only 14 seconds re­
maining in the opening half when senior Rick Brenneman 
connected on a 26-yard three-point«. _
As both defenses took over, the second half saw only 
three points go on the board, again coming off the toe of’ 
Brenneman, who split the uprights from 33 yards out in 
the third quarter.
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Soccer team -  no laughter 
in rain in Dom inguez tie
^  9  '
f  * 1*%
WwelBiig Deey — Meei Ose§
This is the way you wouid look, too, if someone was about to kick a bali at 
you. In this case, Alex Crozier, Tom Harvey, and Kent Norville form a wall 
against a Dominguez Hills free kick in Saturday night's tie game.
Women win, men take second 
at Riverside regional meet
From page 8
Women, again, nn- 
tonchabie
“. . . And the dish ran 
away with the spoon."
But in this case, it's 
more like," . . .  And the Cal 
Poly women led by Amy 
Harper ran away with the 
title."
, Harper was purely 
awesome as she je t t^  to a 
course record (her third of 
the year) 16:28 to pace the 
Mustangs at the regional 
m ee t. Coach Lance 
Harter's team scored a 
mere 23 points to out­
distance second-place Cal 
State Northridge and UC 
Davis with 75. Harper's 
time eclipsed her own 
course record of 16:57 she 
set four weeks ago.
"Amy came by the first 
mile at 5:04 and was just 
cruising," Harter said. 
"Then she took off and 
m ade i t  to u g h  o l  
everybody. I think our se­
cond team could have got­
ten third."
Everybody ran well. 
Sophomore Jennifer Dunn, 
who has had so-so back-to- 
back races fought UC 
Davis' Patti Gray from 
start to finish. In fagt, it 
took a photo finish at the 
end to determine Gray nos­
ed out Dunn for second 
place. Both were timed in 
16:47.
Sophom ore C aro l 
Gleason placed fourth in 
17:04, 31 seconds faster 
than  her f irs t run. 
Freshman Inga Thompson
took sixth in 17:11, 30 
seconds faster than before. 
S ophom ore  M arily n  
Nichols finished out the 
Mustang scoring as she 
crossed the finish line in 
ninth place.
"Evin^hing went well," 
H arte r u n d ers ta ted . 
"Every girl ran somewhere 
near a 30 second PR (per­
sonal record) better than 
they did four weeks ago. I 
was very {leased with the 
way the girls ran today 
(Saturday)."
Who wouldn't have 
been? The amazing thing 
about Harter's group is 
that he isn't losing anyone 
noteworthy this year. And 
out of this year's top 
seven, will be losing only 
one ip 1983.
by Mark Gang 
S ta H W fU w
"Let's win it for Greg," shouted Dom­
inguez Hills soccer coach Jeff Friedman 
as his team prepared for overtime 
against the Cal Poly Mustangs Satur­
day night in soggy Mustang Stadium. 
Friedman was referring to fullback Greg 
Lance, who suffered a concussion early 
in the second half and had to go to the 
hospital.
In the most important match of the 
year for both teams, it was hard to tell 
whether an injured teammate, the 
CCAA title or the desire to go home was 
the stronger motivator. In the end, 
nhough, t ^  Toros were the ones who 
dug down deep to salvage a 2-2 tie and 
hang on to their slim lead in the CCAA.
It seemed as though two different 
matches were played on Saturday. In 
the Hrst half. Poly dominated the action 
with plenty of scoring opportunities, 
cashing in on two as Jon Becker and 
Alex Crozier scored to give the 
Mustangs an apparently comfortable 2- 
0 lead at the half.
But then came the second half and the 
most devastating goal the Mustangs 
have yet allowed. As a Toro shot headed 
toward the Mustang goal. Poly keeper 
Randy Smith ran out to catch the baU 
and had it slip throug his hands. Steve 
Dow alertly rebounded the ball and put 
it past defender Dave Pai as Smith and 
the rest of the Mustangs helplessly wat­
ched.
Even though Poly still led by one, the 
momentum had swung, according to 
Pai. "In the first half, we were up and 
wanted (the game) real bad but when 
they scored that (first) goal, we played 
frantic. It was a hicky goal and it never 
should have happened."
Crozier screed, "in the second half we 
fell back and weren't aggressive enough 
and they got that goal. You can’t  blame 
Randy (for dropping the ball) because 
he's always done it for us this year."
The equalizing goal came as the result 
of a defense mix-up on the Mustangs’ 
part. Toro leading-scorer Mike Brocld 
was maneuvering with the ball in front 
of the Poly goal when, as Pai described 
it, “J.J. (L ^ate) came across and miss­
ed the ball, then I came over and bleeped 
up. After that, he was open and the shot 
skipped under Randy."
There was plenty of action after the 
tying goal, but no more scores.
Throughout the remainder of regulation 
and both overtime halves, the play open­
ed up and resembled an NBA game 
between the Denver Nuggets and San 
Antonio Spurs with lots of up-and- 
down-the-field movement.
As tempers flared during the latter 
part of the game, Toro assistant coach 
Marwan Assad was red-carded for runn­
ing out onto the field and four yellow 
cards were issued to players. Assad was 
warned three times after his ejection for 
being in the stadium giving directions 
to his team. Like the 250 fans who at­
tended the match, he just didn’t  want to 
leave.
The players were glad to leave after 
the game, though. Wet field conditions 
made cutting and turning ^difficult. 
Lance’s concussion came on a head ball 
and the contact he made with the 
unidentified Poly player could be heard 
all the way across the fiekl. Brocld, too, 
was separated from hUL senses tem­
porarily early in the s ^ n d  half. Six 
other players were hurt in the game, in­
cluding Apsey who was kicked in the 
shin and spent the remainder of the 
game with a slight limp.
Poly put pressure on the Toro goal 
late in regulation. And when the whistle 
sounded the Mustangs were knocking 
on the door. Their best ojqiMrtunity 
came when Tom Gleason was fouled in­
side the penalty box. His direct free 
kick, however, glanced off the wall the 
Toros had formed and bounced 
harmlessly out of bounds. Twenty 
seconds later, it was time for extra 
periods.
After the match was over, Friedman 
seemed relieved. “You’ve gotta feel real 
good to come back like we did. I think 
our guys showed a lot of character and 
an Incri^ble amount of desire.”
The Mustangs, on the other hand, 
were a little miffed at the final aeon. Pai 
said "we had ’em on the ropes and we let 
’em off. That’s all there is to say.”
Crazier was a little more pointed in his 
analysis: “They didn’t  deserve to tie 
us.”
Deserving or not, the Toros now sport 
a 7-1-1 league mark (one of their wins 
came as a result of a forfeit by Cal State 
L.A.). The Mustangs are at 5-1-2.
The two teams meet one more time 
this year — on Novwnber 13 — and it 
could be for the CCAA title.
The Mustangs host Division I powee 
Fresno State Wednesday night at 7:30 
in Mustang Stadium.
«K A W W  T U B H E B To err inhuman, to forgive.. .?
Phweeeeeet! Time out. It's serious 
time, here.
Gather around, we’re gonna talk fun­
damentals. The subject — mistakes. No, 
not yours, mine.
OK, stop with the warm, fraternal 
laughter. Cut out the comments: "Aw, 
Shawn, quit kidding around. You’re 
always joking."
I'm not joking. Since the beginning of 
the Turner regime, from the start of this 
silent coup d'etat upon the sports desk, 
charges — cries, pleas, politenesses, vile 
curses — have been leveled against me 
that I make mistakes, misinterpret 
facts, suffer from myopia when it comes 
to seeing the whole story.
I saw this coming, so — bam! — I 
made immediate jokes about my inept­
ness, confirming my myopia. But they 
are but jokes, not to be taken as excuses 
foiMipcoming mediocre efforts. Because 
there are no mediocre efforts from this 
desk. They are doing-the-best-I-can ef­
forts or they are nothing.
So how have I plead? Guilty, uh, with 
extenuating circumstances.
I know my mistakes. They are in­
variably pointed out to me the moment 
of publication. And not only from
readers or subjects. They come from 
within as well.
"Shawn, you f—  up!” says Someone 
from Within over the phone to me after 
1 botch a headline or lose a byline that 
would have identified that Someone for 
his loyal readers. 1 apologize, vow that I 
will never make the mistake again, and 
apologize when I make the same 
mistake another time.
These scenes. I'm happy to say, are 
becoming less frequent.
What scares me, though, is when the 
charges come from without. I mean, it 
really shakes me — clammy skin, 
hyperventilation, death wishes, the 
whole bit — because then the mistake is 
not easily resolved in a phone conversa­
tion with another reporter. Then I have 
done something akin to spitting in a per­
son's face while he is chained to a wall — 
in front of 10,000 captive fans. I havS 
hurt that person or organization with 
my writing. Perhaps even irreparably.
So far, I claim errors of omission, 
nothing more. Should anyone refute me, 
I have never misinterpreted a story. By 
whatever amount of confidence God 
gave me, I say 1 can see an event pretty 
straight — universal enough, at least so
that people attending the event can say, 
"That’s the same event 1 went to," and 
those who weren't will know what they 
missed.
Providing they read me.
I also stand by — actually, sit by — 
my writing style, and the unique styles 
of the other sports writers, should 
anyone denounce them (no one has). 
Such styles would be ludicrous on the 
news pages, but on sports pages, smug, 
gently kidding, reflecting a world that 
borders on the fantastic and the un­
necessary, the styles work.
Still, I am not freed from the stocks of 
Error. Mistakes of any kind, of course, 
are unprofessional; ignoring them is too 
Snydley Whiplash. ,
Groveling in the aftermath of each 
one, though, should not be my job.
It's not as if this editorship is 
something to keep me busy until I start 
mechanics’ school. This is the start — I 
hope — of my career, one that I, among 
a lessening few, take in high esteem, one 
that deals in Truth and nothing but 
Truth. Starting now.
The solution — be impressed by this 
Aristotelian logic! — is to take extreme
care in everything I do, even if it takes j 
few more moments.
Correcting errors of omission, thou 
is a special case requiring your help.
Should I or any sports writer — a; 
writer, for that matter — come to yo i 
about a story, regard them as innocent 
lambs with empty minds, wishing only 
to know the facts and record them.
If they do not ask the right questions, 
tell them the answers anyway. Write 
them down if you have to, and give it t< 
the writer. (Face it, much of the timi 
you would like publicity, a fact given 
away in the line, "This would be good 
publicity for me.’’) Make sure they hav< 
all the facts, that if they have omitte<t 
anything then, you can chastise them, 
maybe in a phone call.
Also, realize this reporter in front of 
you has come simply for a story. He Is 
not Giraldo Rivera in a flowing purple 
scarf come to reduce you to protozoa. 
He is not out for an expose at your ex­
pense. He is out for a story, a true story, 
and he is scared to death — believe me 
I — that he will get something wrong in 
print.
Like me.
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Proposition ^ Election ‘82
Editor:
Every student in the state university system should be 
concerned about Proposition 9, a proposed Constitutional 
Amendment that would allow the Legislature to provide 
free textbooks to students of nonpublic schools — secular 
and religious, profit and nonprofit.
Cutbacks in state funding have resulted in staff and 
curriculum cuts and higher fees. Therefore, it does not 
make sense to pass an amendment initiating a $5 million 
giveaway to religious and private schools, 1,591 of which 
operate for profit. ,
The proponents of Proposition 9 are asking for this sub­
sidy of the private education business at a time when 
California, the nation’s richest state, has slipped from 9th 
to 10th in per capita expenditures for education. The 
Legislature has slashed capital outlays by 78 percent, 
trimmed close to $10 million from the computer literacy 
and math/science programs, and actually cut the tex­
tbook allowance per student, a fund not increased for the 
last seven yeers. Is it fair to prodvide funding for 
students of private schools, which frequently cater to the 
more affluent, while public school students are often forc­
ed to share textbooks?
In reality. Proposition 9, takes books from the hands of 
public school students and puts them into tne hands of 
students of private shools. If this Proposition passes, tax 
dollars will subsidize the private education business and 
support sectarian schools, compelling the taxpayers to 
support every religion and cult that operates a school. 
VOTE NO on 9!
Sincerely,
Walter B. Pontynen, Jr. ^
CSUS Graduate Student _
Vice-Chairman, No on 9 Committee
® Memory Carte 
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Proposition 11
Elditor:
I ’ve been studying the issue of "bottle bills” for the 
past several ysars. My studies have revealed several in­
teresting trends. Most importantly, more and more 
states are seeing the wisdom and workability of bottle 
bills and subsequently voting them into law. Every 
public opinion poll done in states with bottle bills in ef­
fect show overwhelming support for the law. As an ex­
ample of this, when the “litter lobby" tried to repeal 
Main’s bottle bill, the public responded by voting down 
the repeal 84 percent — 16 percent.
Despite all this public popularity ^ tbe traditional op­
ponents to bottle bills - national brewing, drink, and 
container manufacturing companies -  continue to 
make the same drastic predictions that they’ve been 
making for the past ten years. Well, none of their 
guesses have been correct yet and there's no reason to 
believe that they ever will be. Th«tr arguments are 
hollow. Their arguments are also gc' ting wilder, almost 
frantic, as they stretch the bounds of credibility to its 
limits in order to confuse the voting public.
They haven’t fooled me with their unsubstantiated 
claims and I hope they haven’t fooled any of your 
readers. If you look at the bottom line, youll see that 
bottle bills do work and that the best choice on Tuesday 
is to vote YES on Prop 11.
George Crane
Editor:
\  .
We are writing in hopes that you will help us over­
come the millions of doUiu’s being spent by the beverage 
industry, most of it from outside California, in an effort 
to defeat Proposition 11, the “bottle bill.” The vote 
among college students is very important to us.
’This measure would require a minimum five-cent
deposit and refund on beverage containare. Its main 
thrust would be the removal of an estimated 40 percent 
of the litter from the Califwnia landscape, but it also 
idll reduce m u n ic ^  solid waste by 6 percent, drastical­
ly Himiniah injurlM from broken bottles and from cans
and save energy. '
The argument for which our opposition has no answw 
is that .this system works in all six other states where it 
has been in effect for some time. Once installed, it has 
never been repealed. An effort to repeal the bottle bill 
in Maine resulted in its being retained by an 84 percent 
vote, far greater than the margin by which it originally
passed in 1976. . i
California Public Interest Research Group (Cal 
PIRG), with chapters on five campuses, is p la y ^  a 
leading role in the “yes on 11” campaign, as it did in ob­
taining signatures to place it on the ballot. We hope you 
will join with this and many other gproups in en­
dorsement of Proposition 11.
Ross Pninfrey 
‘chairpsrson’ • 
“Yesón 11”
• • •
Editor:
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On November 2, Californians will have the opportuni- r 
ty to vote for a clean«- state. I ref«, of course, to Pro­
position 11, the Can and Bottle Recycling Initiative.
If passed. Prop. 11 would require a minimum deposit 
of Rve cents on all be« and soft drink contain«s sold in 
the state. This means that for every contain« of be«  or 
soda that you buy, you pay an extra Rve cents. When 
you return the empty container, you get the Rve cents 
back.
This concept is not new. It was standard procedure 
until the contain« manufacturing industry found out it 
could make a bundle by selling the public one-way con- 
tain«s. Well, one small group's fortune has become the 
whole country’s problem. ’Die throw-away containers 
are now a blight on our landscape.
Just think of some of the problems you’ve endured — 
flat tires, doctor bills from when you stepped on broken 
glass, trash in your front yard or fields, higher garbage 
coU«tion or dumping fees, and higher prices for 
beverages in one-way containers.
How many times have you looked in disgust at aU the 
container litter along our roadways? How many times 
have you been to Oregon? Yes, Oregon, a v«y  clean 
state. They’ve had a similar deposit law since 1971 and 
none of the dire predictions made by the " litt«  lobby” 
have come true. Eight other states have joined the 
deposit law bandwagon since 1971, the most recent be­
ing New York. Colorado, Washington, and Arizona have 
simil« propositions on their November ballots.
The time has come for us to clean up California. Take 
action, vote YES on Proposition 11.
Ge«gc Crane
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Pagali l.etters
Editor:
I
I w«8 aupria^ by your support of Proposition 16 in 
Wednesday’s edition of the Mustang. It appeared that 
you were a little naive in your reaaoni^ though, and it 
appears you do not completely understand all'of the pro­
posed gun laws hiding under the umbrella of Prop. 15.
In your editorial you state that under I^op. 16 all 
handguns would have to be registered by Nov. 1, 1983. 
This is true, but what you did not point but is the fact 
that we already have a form of registration in effect in 
California. Sections 12073 and 12076 of the Calif. Penal 
Code specify the form for registration of every new 
handgun sold, and copies are sènt to the local Chief of 
Police and to the Dept, of Justice in Sacramento.
You also say that “It would cut down on the easy ac­
cessibility of handguns through mail order catalogues 
and local pawn shbps." What you apparently don't 
know is that you cannot buy handguns through mail 
ordo' catalogues. You must purchase all firearms 
through a federally licensed foearms dealer and go 
through a fifteen-day waiting period, during which time 
the Dept, of Justice checks to see if you have a criminal 
record or any other reason which would n ^ e  you in­
eligible to own a gun. Buying à gun at a pawn shop is 
not any easier than buying a gun at a sporting goods 
store, you must still go through the fifteen-day waiting 
period and registration process.
Also in your editorial you state that “the initiative 
wouldn’t i^event any law abiding citizen from buying a 
gun.” While you are technically right, you are wrong in 
the practical sense. If'after April 30, 1983. you did not 
own a handgun and wanted to purchase one you would 
have to buy a secondhand gun from someone who had 
owned and registered it before 11-2-83. Because of the 
growing demand for handguns for self-defense or spor 
ting purposes there would be a much greater demand for 
handguns than the amount of registered handguns for 
sale. This would make the price of buying a gun and 
the privilege of owning one skyrocket. The end result 
would be that only the rich law abiding citizen could af­
ford the privilege of owning a handgun.
I do not believe that Prop. 16 would take the handgun 
away from a criminal who intended to use it in the pro­
cess of a crime. I think America’s history with the at­
tempted prohibition of alcohol during the 20’s and the 
attempted supression of marijuana usage proves that if 
Americans want something they think they have a right 
to have they will ignore the law.
Are you aware of the fact that if Prop 16 passes it will ' 
be illegal to hold the shooting events of the 1984 Olym­
pics in L.A.? Prop 16 would make it illegal for a non­
resident of California to bring a handgun into the state 
for more then 48 hours, for any reason. I feel that Prop 
16 will not serve its intended purpose of taking the 
handgun away from criminals. It will only penalize the 
law abiding citizen and sportsman. Therefore I urge you 
to vote NO on Prop. 16.
Dave Carlson
Eklitor:
In response to your Wednesday October 27, editorial 
entitled “Yes on 16.” In my opinion your editorial was 
biased and misleading.
You begin your editorial by mentioning the 
melodramatic statements used by the supporters of 
Prop. 16 in their television commercials. 'Then in the 
next paragraph you start with more melodramatic, 
misleading numbers of your own. 1 realize that this use 
of melodrama is hard to restrain and I also realize that 
the Daily has the safety and well-being of the public in 
mind. But, you have not been properly informed of the 
true consequences that Californians, and in time, all 
Americans will pay if this poorly written proposition 
passes.
You state that 2,000 people were killed with handguns 
in California last year. Very good, a nice large number 
with lots of impact. But, you fail to mention that the 
vast majority of miu’ders are committed by persons 
with long established records of violent crime.
In fact, numerous studies done by the Senate Subcom­
mittee on Juvenile Delinquency and the F.B.I. state 
that the average murderer has committed six violent 
criminal offenses before committing murder. These 
previously convicted felons are already prohibited by
Proposition 15
law from possessing a fire-arm of any type registered or 
not. Also, 6 million handguns in the possession of 
Californians means that there are “millions” of Califor­
nians who use their handguns for spmrt and/or protec­
tion and never use them to commit a violent crime. The 
rights of these people are at stake and cannot be ig­
nored.
You mention that Prop. 16 will cut down the easy ac­
cessibility of handguns through maU order catalogues 
and pawn shops. It is at present, prohibited by law to 
sell handguns via mail order. It is also required by law 
for a pawn shop owner to possess a Federal Firearms 
License to engage in the sale of firearms. This means 
that each handgun sold required (1) registration (2) a 
fifteen-day waiting period and (3) a back^oifed check of 
the buyer by the Department of Justice.
You also state that Prop. 16 will not in any way lead 
to a complete ban on handguns, and you convey the feel­
ing that as long as you are a law abiding citizen you will 
be able to purchase a handgun as long as it is registered. 
This is a farce and probably the most misleading part of 
Prop. 16 ahd your editorial. Proposition 16 limits the 
number of handguns to those already in the state as of 
Nov. 83 — meaning that no handgun may be manufac­
tured in or'*brought into the state period. This also 
means that the only way a “law abiding citizen” can buy 
a handgun is to find an individual who is willing to sell 
them theirs. Good LuckI Especially considering the fact 
that the price of handguns will skyrocket, automatically 
excluding low income groups from ownership.
You have also failed to realize that as handguns are 
stolen or damaged beyond repair they cannot Iw replec- 
ed, which in time will deny the citizen the right to own a 
handgun. While the criminal on the other hand, who will 
not register his handgun regardless of Prop. 15, will be 
free to prey on virtually anyone at any time with no 
threat of resistance.
If you believe that Prop.l5 will in any way take the 
handguns out of the hands of criminals or “off the 
streets” you are believing in a fantasy. Fifty-five Sheriff 
departments and 94 Police departments of the state of 
California are highly opposed to Prop. 15. These are the 
people we employ to “protect” us and they are trying to 
tell us that Prop. 16 is not in our best interest and that 
it only takes the handgun from the honest citizen not 
the criminal. In time Proposition 15 will, in a very sly 
and roundabout way become a ban on the legal owner­
ship of handguns.
‘ I urge readers to examine the proposition carefully, 
listen to both pro and con and then make your decision. 
I feel the decision will be quite clear.
Scott A. Davis
Editor:
On October, 27, you, the Editorial Board, did a great 
disservice to the student body, faculty and staff of Cal 
Polv, and possibly to everyone in the State of California. 
You flagrantly used your power to reach many people 
through the Mustang Daily, to persuade those to your 
political views, with little or no regiu-d for the accuracy 
of your editorial.
Your Opinion “Yes on 16” stated; “ It would cut down 
on the easy accessibility of handguns through mail 
order catalogues and the local pawn shop.” Under 
federal law, 1968 Gun Control Act, no gun can be pur­
chased through the mail. All firearms (not just han­
dguns) must be picked up in person, and all shipments 
can only be received by an agent that holds a proper 
federal firearms license. Under current California law, 
all sales of handguns require registration and a 15 day 
waiting period to allow scrutiny by law enforcement 
agencies, even if the handgun is purchased at the “local 
pawn shop”.
You later stated; “And it would ensure that illegal use 
of the handgun will result in a prison sentence.” Califor­
nia currently has a “useagun, go to prison” law. Maybe 
we should enforce that law rather than make another, 
another.
Moving on in your opbiion, “The initiative won’t pre­
vent any law-abiding citizen from buying a gun”. Read 
the initiative. No handgun will be allowed to enter the
state after November 2, 1983. The law abiding citizen 
will not be able to buy a new handgun after that date 
PERIOD.
Finally “No Constitutional Right would be impeded, 
no guns confiscated”. Besides walking all over your Se­
cond Ammendment Right to bear arms; if you move into 
California after Nov. 2, 1983, you will have 45 days to 
dispose of your handgun,,or b^ in violation of the law. 
You surrender property without dtie process or compen­
sation. That’s confiscation.
The people in this community, and all of California 
will vote Nov. 2. I hope that, your slanted presentation 
of fact has not swayed them from drawing a rational 
conclusion on Prop 16.
Robert G. McCoy 
Animal/Vet Science Staff.
Editor's note: Proposi- 
tion 15 proposes a ceiling of 
five million handguns in 
California. No importing of 
handguns will be allowed 
after November 2 if the pro­
position passes. This 
means there will be no guns 
brought through the mail 
through federally licensed 
buyers from catalogs or 
other out-of-state licensed 
dealers. That is what we 
meant in saying catalog 
sales would be illegal, our 
fault for not being specific, 
perhaps the proposition's 
also. See page 68 of Califor­
nia Ballot Pamphlet, Sec­
tion 16 (a) and ib).
A lso , when a Los 
Angeles Times reporter 
went to a Culver City gun 
show less than two weeks 
ago and purchased two 
pistols on the spot by 
showing nothing more 
than his driver's license, 
we have to wonder how 
well the existing 15-day 
waiting period provision is 
followed elsewhere, in­
c l u d i n g  in l ocal  
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S P E C IA L
P R O G R A M S
PACIFIC CONCERT
5-7 pm 
Mon. Nov. 1 
Tchaikovsky 
Tues. Nov. 2 
Tchaikovsky
“AN HOUR W ITH”
9-10 pm 
Sat. Nov. 6 Led 
' Zeppelin
SOUNDTRACKS-? pm
Thurs. Nov. 4 “The 
Sound of Music” 
album and story
“ NO MOTHER TO 
QUIDETHEM ”
KCPR’s New ^oap 
Opera
Thurs. 9.00-9.10 pm 
Fri. 10:00-10:10 pm
RETRO ROCK 7:30 pm 
Santana-Part I 
Saturday 8:00 pm
Grahams Art Store
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Artist Materials
928 M ONTEREY ST 
543 0652
Classified
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Prop IS ragulaloa your rights, 
not the crimlnala, Volo NO ON 
THE GUN INITIATIVE
( 11-1)
I ;s t e a = = = !___________
Quality plcturaa, Ig aalactlon, 
I all alzas, discount priesa. 
Nlpotoo SwapMaat, Bldg. 307.
(12-3)
BARN DANCE AND AUCTION 
Pasturing Monts Mills and tha 
Lucky Horaaahoa Band Sun., 
Nov. 7,4 to 10PM Cttlll & FUlns, 
all you want at California 
Cooparaga. A Banafit for Qrand- 
nrotlior's Houaa Chlldrans's 
Cantor For Tickato: Caballaro 
Wastam Woar or 541-3060
(11-5)
Going Skiing? Plan aDoad and 
Saval Just 1 trip aavoo mors 
ttian ttw cost of yoarfy club 
mombarsMp. Call 238-7453 or 
Writs L.D. McClura, 1719 Pino 
8t., Paso Roblaa, CA 93446 
__________________  (11-8)
WOW counsalors Intarastad In 
bscolning facilitators for Spring 
must pick-up applications In 
APCBOX31
(11-5)
SKIERS- $15- Yav<(( ski a lot bat- 
tar If I har>d-tuna your skis. 
GUARANTEED. 541-2342
_____________________________________ (11-2)
Guitar Laaaons— Any Stylo, Any 
lavol. From pallant taaebar. Call 
SporrCa 544-4510.
(11-3)
TYPIN9 SERVICE-461-4491. 
TYPING trOOfPg. 526G070
TYPING BEST RATES. FAST 
SERVICE. NANCY 528-7601 »6 .
•___________ <1;^
TYPING— Rapid 6 Rollablo 
(R6R); 9:00-6:30 M on-Sal. 
Call Rons for appt 544-2501
(11-13)
TYPING-Exparlancod. FAST  
AND ACCURATE. Noar Cam­
pus. Ganova Blair, 479 
H ig h la n d , P R IC E
REASONABLE. 5430550
(11-4)
Surplus loops, care and trucks 
avallabla. Many sail for under 
$200. Call 312-74M143 Ext. 
8536 for Info on how to pur- 
chasa.
_____________________________________ ( 11-6)
HP410 USERS
Port-X Tandar Add six plug In 
porM Jim 528-7864. 
__________________________________( 11-2)
Kanmore 3<ycla waahar, whita, 
oxcallant condition. $146. Call 
541-4966.
(11-5)
C E R W IN  V E G A  U321 
SPEAKERS Excellant shops, 
2(XVpalr Chris 5437079
(1-5)
Bast homafear staroo aqulp- In 
your pries ranga, now/usad. No 
B.S. Fraa advica, 544-6184
(Th 12-2)
CHEAP HOUSINGI Cut rant ax- 
psnaao 50%. Buy trailer In dntn 
SLO park. 544-4510
_________________________(11-3)
Murray St. Station contract for 
sals. Wntr/Spdng qtre. Mala 2 
bdrm. Stava, 544-8731
(11-3)
Share room 4 blocks from Poly 
$172. Plus $100 Dap. Pool, larga 
courtyard, cable. Available 
Now. 541-8080.
, (11-4)
STENNER GLENI Dbl. or single 
rms. avail, now or twr. qtr. 546- 
8064 aves
(11-5)
C O M P L E T E  E N G IN E  
OIAGNOSTIO AND TUNE-UP BY 
CERTIFIED AUTO-ENGINE- 
TUNE-UP SPECIALIST ON ALL 
AMERICAN 8 FOREIGN CARS 
$18 PLUS PARTS; 6 MON- 
THABOOOMI GUARANTEE. CALL 
FRANK AT 541-3480 attar 5 P.M.
(1-5)
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Intramural information!
The Cel Poly Recreetionel %mrte pro- 
grem ie here to eerve you — the etu- 
dent, feculty end eteff member. Stop by 
our office in U.U. Room 104 for informe* 
tion on npooming ectivitiee or cell 546- 
1366.
Recreetionel Sports in co-ordinetion 
with Coots presents the COORS '82 IN­
TRAMURAL CAMPUS TEST. The fun 
begins Thursdey, Nov. 4th from 11 am . 
to 1 pjn. in front of the Mein G)rm. 
Don’t miss these exciting events which 
include FRISBEE ACCURACY, THE 
OBSTACLE COURSE end the femous ~ 
GREASED PIG event. HACKEY 
SACK. OVER THE WALL. SHOPP­
ING CART RACE end the LOG SAW 
are scheduled for teams.
A donation of $500.00 worth of sports 
equipment will be made to toe Cal Poly 
Recreational Sports department by 
COORS. This additional equipment 
directly benefits the students and the 
university.
Interested in a FREE-THROW con­
test, TABLE TENNIS. BADMINTON 
or participating in the annual TURKEY 
TROT??? Then mark November on your 
calendar for these excitina uocomin^ ' 
events. The FREE THROW contest is 
scheduled for Tuesday, Nov. 16 in the 
Main Gym between 8-9:30 p.m. Come in 
and try your hand at fifty free throws. 
Winners in both men’s and women’s 
divisions will receive Intramural T- 
shirts.
I n te r e s te d  in  w inn ing  a 
THANKSGIVING TURKEY??? Enter 
the TURKEY TROT scheduled for 
Ifruraday. Nov, 18 at 4 pjn. Winners in 
divisions will win a turkey. Enter early 
in the Recreational Sports Office, Room 
U.U. 104 or at the site at least 
30 minutes prior to  the race. Be sure to 
check next Monday’s column for infor­
mation on TABLE TENNIS and BAD­
MINTON.
This Week the campus Rrcreational 
Sports Department hiss chosen three 
outstanding sports officials:
Mike Christian - Football 
Jaim eG ongora  ^ Soccor 
Mike Craig - Volleyball I
The flrst weekly AP/UPI Intramural 
FootbaU PoU:
1. TKB .^......
2. CaU ’EmBo
3. Ghetto BustM-s
4. Hi Boy Jets
5. No Name
6. Heat Seeking Missies'
7. Yardogs
8..........Older Women
9. The Bulls
10. Fremont Loveboaters
Remember to call the Campus Recrea­
tional Sports HOTLINE . . .  546-1447 .. 
for the latest activities and facility in­
formation.
Fighting for the freeze
From page 3 freeze on­
ly after arms are "substantially reduc­
ed’’ to "equal’’ levels was passed.
Nelson’s conclusion from the analysis 
was that Reagan had put a lot of 
pressure on Congressmen to vote 
against the original freeze. "I have a 
feeling the vote was done as a favor to 
Reagan."
He cited Congressmen who at one 
time endorsed the freeze (and one who 
had even co-sponsored it) reversing their 
opinions. He speculated that last- 
minute switches were due to Reagan’s 
pleas. ^
After studying testimony which is on 
Congressional record, Belson found that 
62 percent of the representatives speak­
ing against the freeze said that the 
Soviets were ahead in arms. Nineteen of 
those used the specific words "superiori­
ty ’’ and ‘‘inferiority’’ in their 
arguments. Very few who oppbsed the 
freeze said that we had inadequate 
deterrence.
Nelson argued that when debating ar- 
ntaments, “the central issue that should 
be debated is if we have sufficient deter­
rence to stop an attack.” He said that 
this main issue was not even discussed.
"One thing that surprises me is the 
closeness of the vote (204-202),’’ he said. 
"How can President Reagan say that 
freeze backers are communists when 
he’s talking about half of our represen­
tatives.” Nelson mused.
Superiority and competition
Nelson spoke of American’s preoc­
cupation with being superior. "Competi­
tion is important to us, and we always 
have to be the best,” he said. The 
Reagan administration’s open-ended 
comnutment to technological superiori­
ty is pushing us to be in the "offensive 
position for building first-strike 
weapons.’’
Representing Psychologists for Social 
Responsibility on the freeze campaign.
Dr. Steve Brody said Reagan’s insinua­
tion about the freeze movement was 
"absurd.”
“I ’ve looked under my bed all week 
and haven’t  found one Commie dupe 
yet,” Brody said.
Brody conceded that “some sincere 
people do honestly believe the freeze 
could weaken our security,” but pointed 
out that the key to the freeze was in 
verification.
"Verifying the production of weapons 
does seem* to be difficult.” but not veri­
fying the installation or testing, he said. 
Brody said it was the attitude of 
ScovUle and " o t^ r  CIA types” that no 
country is going to rely on a missile 
unless it is tested many, many times.
Brody said that people who oppose 
the frem  were wrapped up in the image 
that “Soviets are the bad guys, and 
Americans are the good guys.” When in 
that frame of mind, “i t ’s real hard to 
conceive of an arms limitation agree­
ment.”
Brody added th a t ‘‘for every 
Afghanistan they have, we have a Can- 
tral American takeover. . .  so it’s pretty 
'even.”
Dr. David L. George, Cal Poly 
political science professor, said he felt 
Reagan’s shot at freeze backers was an 
attonpt to justify tbe large amounts of 
money going into defense. (The Presi­
dent seeks a $1.6 trillion defense budget 
over five years.)
George said the numbers of weapons 
in the arms race was "super secret 
data” not readily available to the public. 
He said that on more than one occasion. 
Americans were misled on the arms race 
between the U.S. and the Soviets. “In 
1960, Kennedy talked of a missile gap 
and a Soviet advantage,” he said, "but 
he was wrong . . .  the U.S. was actually 
ahead.”
Skeptical voters
“We’ve been cried ‘wolf’ at too many
The Adventures of Captain Pig
ELtcr>«*i| 
‘ 8 2
times, so we’re skeptical about any 
Soviet superiority.” he said.
George spoke of some research con­
ducted by psychologists on the arms 
escalation and resulting tensions 
between countries. The study was titled 
GRIT (Graduated Reduction of Interna­
tional Tension). The problem of a high 
stress environment leading to irra­
tionality was discussed.
George pointed out that the president 
of the U.S. had t,he power to start a 
nuclear war. "And look at the kind of 
people we’re electing to office,” he said.
“You’d think we’d want the beat, but 
we’re girtting amateurs. This ad­
ministration knows very little about 
foreign affairs,” he said.
Voter poetry
Big Bad Brown is elected to town 
And Washington quakes in its boots. 
As Jellybean Reagan starts screaming 
"My town ain’t  enough for us two.”
Bad Brown goes for his gun 
But a Medfly gets in his eye. 
Jellybean Reagan sticks out his 
tongue
And the policies start to fly.
Cutbacks, increases, budgets and laws 
Riddle the capital square
As the smoke of their rattling jaws 
Fills the political air.
I t’s BrownI I t’s Reagan! I t’s Reagan! 
I t’s Brown!
Sidile to smile, ‘round and ‘round 
They tumble across the political ground 
In smut, gut and cheo* they go ^ w n .
But back in Sacramento town 
Cautiously watching the fire, 
Bradley steps from the sidelines 
Smiling and loading his iron.
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